
C H A P T E R  VII. 

NATIONAL REFORMED CHURCHES-THE CHURCH 

OF SCOTLAND. 

THE effect of the great ecclesiastical upheaval in 
the sixteenth century on the development of 
national life, and of a national spirit in Christen- 
dom, was far-reaching. In  its nobler aspect, this 
upheaval marked an endeavour after re-formation 
-that is, the forming of the Church back on the 
lines indicated in the New Testament. The Pro- 
testers felt that < <  what is first is best,” that it is 
a more exact interpretation of the ideal. They 
did not question the progression of thought, but 
they held that the progression had been diverted 
from its legitimate course, by the growth of the 
hierarchical spirit, by the importation into Chris- 
tianity of elements that were alien to it, and by 
the corruption of the simplicity of Christ through 
the dogmas, practices, and ramifications of the 
Papacy. Therefore, from the Czsar of Rome 
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they appealed to the Lord and King of souls, and 
to His voice in the Word that is inspired and 
illumined by His Spirit. 

I t  was an appeal fraught with manifold danger. 
Withdrawing the mediation of priest and Church, 
setting the individual in direct relation with God, 
and bidding him ‘‘ prove all things and hold fast 
that which is good,” it was apt to foster an 
individualism which easily degenerated into 
anarchy. In point of fact, this anarchical licence 
was one of the shadows that continually stole 
across the track of the Reformation, and that it 
required all the skill and the courage of its leaders 
to counteract. Moreover, the conception of the 
unity of the Church was rudely disturbed. The 
authority of Rome and its bishop was flouted. 
In the view of those who broke away from the 
Papacy, there was no longer any one visible 
centre ; and Christian communities, reflecting 
the separations and jealousies of the nations to  
which they ministered, became, or were in peril 
of becoming, self-centred. An interesting letter 
of Calvin, containing his reply to an invitation of 
Archbishop Cranmer to attend a council in 
London for the promotion of unity, indicates the 
extent of the isolating tendency in his day, and 
the sorrow with which he regarded it. “The  
body of Christ,” he writes, “ is  torn asunder 
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because the members are separated. So far as I 
am concerned, if I can be of any use, I will 
readily pass over ten seas to effect the object in 
view.” 

Another kind of centre than the visible centre 
of the Latin Church was necessary. The Re- 
formed Churches declared that this centre is in 
heaven and heavenly, not on earth and earthly. 
They maintained that it is the living Christ 
Himself, the Head of the body, Who filleth 
all in all. In so far as human expressions of 
this invisible omnipresence are concerned, they 
found a witness for unity in the consensus of 
testimony presented in the symbols of the Re- 
formed Churches; and they promoted the sense 
of unity by interchanges of thought between 
Universities and Churches. “ The catholicity of 
the Reformation,” observes Dr Merle d’AubignC, 
“is a noble feature in its character. The Ger- 
mans pass into Switzerland, the French into 
Germany, in later times men from England 
and Scotland pass over to the Continent, and 
doctors from the Continent into Great Britain. 

U This is to be ranked among the chief evils of our time-that 
the Churches are so divided that human fellowship is scarcely now 
in any repute amongst us, far less that Christian intercourse which 
all make a profession of, but few sincerely practise.”-Letters of 
John Calvin, vol. ii. pp. 332, 333. Henry’s Life of Calvin, vol. ii. 
p. 126. 
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The Reformers, in the different countries, spring 
up almost independently of each other; but no 
sooner are they born than they hold out the 
right hand of fellowship. There is among them 
one sole faith, one spirit, one Lord. It has 
been an error, in our opinion, to write the 
history of the Reformation for a single country. 
The work is one, and from their origin the 
Protestant Churches form a whole body fitly 
joined together.” 

The consciousness of a higher and all-com- 
prehending unity is evidenced in the standards, 
as in the action, of Reformed Churches in the 
earlier period of their history. No country was 
more subject to isolating influences than Scot- 
land, yet there is the vision of a communion not 
restricted by national limits, in the Second Book 
of Discipline. After enumerating several kinds of 
assemblies, its compilers add, ‘‘ There is besides 
these another more general kind of assembly, 
which is of all nations and estates of persons 
within the Kirk, representing the universal Kirk 
of Christ, which may be called properly the 
General Assembly or General Council of the 
whole Kirk of God.” Nevertheless, the cen- 
trifugal tendency was stronger than the cen- 

Quoted in discussion on Consensus of Reformed Confessions. 
First General Presbyterian Council, 
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tripetal. The Anglican Church, by taking a 
via media between the Latin Church and the 
Reformed Churches, and by the transference 
of its headship from the pope to the English 
sovereign, detached itself from the fellowship of 
the bodies to which, by the doctrine of its 
thirty-nine Articles, it was akin, and it became 
more and more exclusively national. Other 
Churches went their several ways, bestowing 
only an occasional glance at each other. The 
latter half of the nineteenth century witnessed 
a quickening of the pulses towards unity, and 
the dawn of the twentieth century has been 
marked by striking practical expressions of the 
desire to reduce divisions, and by aspirations, 
finding utterance in unexpected quarters, for the 
reunion of Christendom. How these aspirations 
can be realised, it seems impossible to forecast; 
but Christian people can at least wait on God, 
and join in the prayer, “The  Lord hasten it in 
His time,” 

The influence of the National Churches of the 
Continent, and of the British Isles, is too vast 
a subject for the survey that can be made in 
this chapter. We must limit this survey to  
Scotland, and the inquiry to which we are in- 
vited is, How far its National Church, Pro- 
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testant and Reformed, was, in the past, equipped 
for its ministry? And, How far it has fulfilled 
and is fulfilling its ministry to the social life 
of the nation? 

At the time when it started on its “dim and 
perilous way” the condition of the Scottish people 
was deplorable. Long and bitter warfare with 
its southern neighbour and enemy had drained 
the resources of the country, and had spilt the 
best blood of its manhood. The factions of its 
nobles, the ‘feuds of its clans, the struggles 
between the Crown and the feudal lords, had 
injured the arts which can flourish only in 
peace, had retarded every civilising influence, 
and, from Maidenltirk to John-0’-Groat’s, had 
written mourning, lamentation, and woe over 
the life of the nation. If now and again there 
was a streak as of morning light, gloomy night- 
shadows speedily obscured it. When James V. 
died, leaving his crown to a mere infant, there 
was no strong arm or will to control and guide, 
and, during the regency of his widow, the 
situation became ever more complicated. The 
Church was unable either to  promote liberty or 
to secure order. Its service for good was a 
thing of the past. There was still an apparatus 
of learning and of benevolence. It had founded 
the universities of St Andrews, Glasgow, and 
Aberdeen, and they were shedding a feeble light 
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on the surrounding darkness. It had established 
hospitals ; at the Reformation, there were eighty- 

lepers, and sometimes serving the purpose of 
hostels for pilgrims and trave1lers.l No doubt, 
too, there were good and pious souls in the 
priesthood who sought the welfare of their 
flocks. But all testimony proves that the state 
of the Church was incurably bad. The whole 
aspect of the kingdom, when Mary Stewart re- 
turned from France and assumed the task of 
government, was grim and stern. All social 
circumstances were unfavourable to kindlier 
graces. The constant fight with an ungenial 
climate, and the barrenness of much of the soil- 
large tracts of it being mountainous, and bring- 
ing forth only '' brown heath and shaggy  WOO^," 
and mere patches of the productive Lowlands 
being cultivated (even these, through the want 
of right agricultural methods, imperfectly culti- 
vated)-made life to  multitudes a weary struggle, 
and encouraged sullen moods and morose tempers. 
Manners were coarse. The nobles and gentry 
were illiterate. They had vast estates, but 
their rentals were small. They had difficulty in 
maintaining their families, and feeding their re- 
tainers. Some of them supported the cause of 
the Reformers, because they saw in its success 

three, providing for the aged, the infirm, and /, 

Wallcott's Ancient Church of Scotland, p. 384. 
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a, prospect of enrichment out of the spoils of 
the Church, Perhaps, they were not worse than 
their English neighbours ; and their temptation 
was greater. Greedy barons? Yes, but they 
were very poor. 

To build up a religious and prosperous nation 
out of such material was a task of surpassing 
magnitude. The material largely determined 
the constitution of the Kirk. In  England, the 
movement for reformation was promoted from 
the head downwards, and, to a large extent, 
the Church retained its ancient aspect. In 
Scotland, it began nearer the base; it was 
opposed by the head of the State; and the 
Church reflected the popular mind. If the 
Genevan model was adopted, it was because 
that suited the temper of the people. Many of 
the nobles were willing enough that it should 
be so, since it allowed the more to pass into 
their coffers. On the one side of the shield 
was blazoned Democracy, on the other Theo- 
cracy; the latter mirroring an element never to 
be overlooked in estimating the Scottish char- 
acter-the element of ideality.1 The two sides 
of the shield have always been conspicuous : 

“The very greed of the nobles,” writes Mr Andrew Lang 
(‘Ilistory of Scotland,’ vol. i. p. 423), U by starving the new 
establishment, made it democratic in tendency, while the doption 

/ 
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their union marks the perfervidtun ingelzium Scot- 
orum And the two were in evidence in that 
first Assembly of the Reformed Kirk in 1560, 
which was composed of six ministers and thirty- 
four elders. 

The Church thus constituted did not include 
all the constituents of the Reformed nationality ; 
and, during the seventeenth century, there was 
conflict, with varying result, between it and 
the excluded Episcopalian constituent. But, un- 
doubtedly, the main current of Scottish life flowed 
through the Presbyterianism which finally pre- 
vailed. How far this Presbyterianism succeeded 
in its social mission, is writ large in the history of 
three centuries. Much more might have been 
accomplished for the intellectual and social well- 
being of Scotland, if the wealth of the unreformed 
Church had been diverted into channels of public 
utility. That wealth had been enormous ; before 
1560 it amounted to a half of the entire wealth of 

by Scotland of the republican theocracy of Geneva made the Kirk 
democratic in constitution.” 

I‘ But,” replies Principal Fairbairn (‘ Edinburgh Review,’ January 
I ~ O I ) ,  “ i t  would be nearer the truth to say that the constitution 
determined the tendency and was determined more by the national 
history and conditions than by Geneva. , . Three local conditions 
were friendly to a democratic Church-(I) The want of a royal per- 
son to appeal to the popular imagination ; (2) the want of a single 
governing will to command the rising storm ; (3) the need of an 
order that would secure liberty and law for the people.” 
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the'country. But there is nothing more pathetic 
than the battle over it between John Knox and 
the disinterested Reformers, and the nobility and 
lairds, the interested Reformers. The latter were 
willing to pass Confessions of Faith, and even to 
do combat for the purged Kirk, so long as they 
were enhched out of the resources of the un- 
purged Kirk, But with these they would not 
part. If they had been devoted to the three 
purposes for which Knox and his coadjutors con- 
tended-the sustenance of the ministry, the edu- 
cation of the youth in parish schools, grammar- 
schools, and colleges, and the relief of the poor- 
the tale told in succeeding periods would have 
been a different tale. Only a third of the thirds 
of the benefices in the kingdom was secured for 
the parochial ministry of the Church. 

But, slender though its means were, the Church 
set its face bravely to the work committed. to it. 
It is not relevant to this review to follow its en- 
deavours, or to trace its developments, through 
the storms of the seventeenth century. The 
only point to be noted, as bearing on the in- 
fluence which it exerted on national character, 
is the ideality already referred to:  evidenced, 
for example, in the attitude of the Scottish army 
led by Alexander Leslie,-ever resolutely hold- 
ing aloft the three words, Christ, Crown, and 
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Covenant, and still more fully evidenced in 
those Izillimg days, the remembrance of which 
can never fade from the Scottish consciousness. 
Whatever men may think of the cause of the 
Covenanters, there is an unmistakable moral 
grandeur in the spectacle of men, dignified in 
their poverty by the conviction of an infinite 
possession in Christ and His crown, living a 
life to which the world gave nothing, but which 
they felt to  be filled out of the fulness of God, 
and, for the sake of a treasure that they esteemed 
better than thousands of gold and silver,-for 
God’s kingdom in their Scotland, - enduring 
persecution and death itself. And this moral 
heroism, this lofty ideality, was the fruit of the 
faith which the Kirk they loved nourished within 
them. 

Taking what, in ecclesiastical phrase, is called 
a conjunct view, the work of the Scottish Church 
in the development of Scottish social life is 
the resultant of its fourfold action: First, the 
Ministry of the Word and sacraments in every 
part of the land, through a stated and endowed 
pastorate, responsible for all within the area of 
the parish. Second, the exercise of discipline by 
minister and session,-a discip?ine which those 
who look back on the seventeenth and eigh- 
teenth centuries, in the light of the twentieth, 
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may regard as harsh and stern, but as to which 
we may recollect, that the times needed firm 
moral testimony, and that what was meted out 
was meted out impartially to peer and to peasant. 
Third, the work of the Church in supervising the 
instruction of the young in the parish schools 
(and there is no more honourable feature in its 
record than this). And, finally, the stimulation 
and organisation of useful and beneficent social 
effort of many kinds. Besides all this, there 
are services which cannot be classified ; services 
promotive of goodwill man to man, of union, of 
co-operation, of relief from monotonies of con- 
dition, of help in respect of all that touches the 
springs and principles of conduct. It cannot, 
indeed, be said that this social ideal has been 
realised in all parishes ; for there have ever been, 
and ever will be, manifold and often grievous 
shortcomings. But the Church cannot be said 
to have missed its mark of light that for long 
generations has mediated between rich and poor, 
high and low; that has nourished in the homes 
of the Scottish peasantry a dignity, a moral ele- 
vation, a piety, such as that which Robert Burns, 
drawing on his own memory, has immortalised in 
the “ Cottar’s Saturday Night ” ; that has based 
the education of millions of souls on the answer 
which gives the key-word to its practical teaching, 

The SociuZ Vocation of the Chzwch. 
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“ Man’s chief end is to glorify God, and to enjoy 
Him for ever.” 

Let a witness speak to whose testimony no 
suspicion of an ecclesiastical bias can attach. 
A Select Parliamentary Committee, in its re- 
port to the Houses of Parliament, placed on 
record the following judgment : “ No sentiment 
has been more deeply impressed upon the minds 
of your Committee, in the course of their long 
and laborious investigations, than that of ven- 
eration and respect for the Established Church 
of Scotland. They believe that no institution 
has ever existed which, at so little cost, has 
accomplished so much good. The eminent place 
which Scotland holds in the scale of nations is 
mainly owing to the purity of the standards and 
the zeal of the ministers of its Church, as well 
as to the wisdom with which its internal in- 
stitutions have been adapted to  the habits and 
interests of the people.” 

Any hindrance to the utility of such an in- 
stitution is a matter of concern to all who 
desire that the social life of the country shall 
be permeated by a religious spirit. And one 
such hindrance was occasioned by the rapid 
growth of the population in the nineteenth cen- 

Report of Select Committee on Patronage, p. 4. 
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tury. Districts hitherto sparsely occupied were, 
on a sudden, crowded with tenements for the 
accommodation of millworkers or miners. Rural 
districts were depleted, cities became congested. 
New social states were created with which the 
National Church, under its statutory provision, 
was unable to cope. One symptom of the revived 
energy of the Church, in the earlier part of the 
last century, was the perception of the need of 
a fuller agency to secure the ordinances of the 
Church for the increasing thousands. We recall 
the zeal with which Dr Chalmers knocked at 
the doors of the Legislature, only to find that 
the doors would not open to his appeal. We 
recall the fervour with which he and others, 
abandoning hope of aid from Government, set 
about the work of church-building and parochial 
subdivision-a work that was crowned with a 
success which the Disruption of 1843 inter- 
rupted, On this event, so far-reaching in its 
consequences, in political and social as well as 
ecclesiastical spheres, there is no need to make 
any pronouncement. All that need now be said 
is, that it secured a vast addition to churches 
and religious machinery, whose distribution was 
to a large extent in line with the ancient divi- 
sion of parishes. Indeed, to their honour be it 
said, some of the most splendid illustrations of 
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the efficiency of .the territorial principle have 
been supplied by ministers and congregations 
of non-conforming Churches. But the responsi- 
bility of the Established Church, as the cus- 
todian of the national parochial economy in its 
integrity, remained; and the discharge of this 
responsibility, in the crippled condition of the 
Church, and having regard to the altered features 
and the complexities of the modern era, seemed 
all but hopeless. 

Facilities for rearranging the bounds of par- 
ishes, for the provision of endowments for new 
parishes, and for their possession of a parochial 
status q ~ o a d  saw@, were afforded by an Act of 
the Legislature known as Sir James Graham’s 
Act. But, between 1843 and 1854, these facilities 
were taken advantage of in the erection of only 
thirty parishes which were chiefly in wealthier 
residential centres. Impatient of this slow pro- 
gress, Professor James Robertson launched his 
provincial scheme, in which he aimed at  rais- 
ing a fund of g40,ooo in each of the five pro- 
vinces into which the country was divided, as 
a fund to supplement local efforts for the en- 
dowment of chapels within these provinces. A 
man of indomitable courage and of wonderful 
faith in the Gospel of the kingdom of God, a 
man, too, with wide social sympathies,-he 

I 
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infused his own enthusiasm, his own broad- 
minded zeal, into the movement that he led. 
How vividly do those who rallied around him 
in the inauguration of that movement, and yet 
survive,-for, alas! the greater part is fallen on 
sleep,-recollect the glowing, if often the lengthy, 
utterances of the noble-hearted churchman ! The 
note on which all the changes were rung was 
the call to identify the Church with the needs 
and aspirations of the nation. If he spoke on 
behalf of the Church, it was because, in his own 
words, “if it falls, no other Church can be 
established in its place; and in this case the 
social regeneration essential to  the best interests 
of society must be abandoned as hopeless.”l 
But his outlook was beyond the ecclesiastical 
pale. (‘ The welfare of society,” he exclaimed, 
“tends more and more, by an irresistible im- 
pulse, over which legislation can exert but little 
control, to suspend itself on the signific.ance 
attached to man as man.”2 It was the cause 
of man which he advocated, and to despair of 
it, he protested, was “ t o  despair of the faith- 
fulness of God.” And so he laboured until- 
his most sanguine hopes having been surpassed 
-death released him from his toil. Through 
his endeavours, and those of the like-minded 

Life of Dr James Robertson, p. 329, 2 Ibid., p. 238. 
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men who supported him, and succeeded him in 
the management of the Endowment Scheme, 408 
parishes can be reckoned as having been added 
to the economy of the National Church, con- 
taining “ a  population of one and a half million, 
almost. as great as that of Scotland in the be- 
ginning of the nineteenth century.” 

In other ways, increased momentum has been 
given fo the service of the Church. Home 
missions, under the guidance of wise and elo- 
quent conveners, have developed elasticities in 
method, as well as extensions of building. The 
guardianship of schools has been transferred from 
the Church to the community in its civil aspect ; 
but in her own sphere, through Sunday-schools, 
boys’ brigades, and other organisations, she has 
an arm-it should be a long and a strong arm- 
to reach to the youth of the country. And, ad- 
vancing from this, there are circles of effort- 
guilds, fellowships, unions of many kinds - 
through which the Christian life acts on all the 
social surrounding. We cannot omit the dis- 
covery, or re-discovery, of woman as having a 
distinct vocation in the ministry of the Church. 
The deaconess and the parish sister have now 
their place and service. All effort, evangelistic 
or social, has been amplified, with a view to 
the comprehension in sympathetic Christian 
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work of the shifting and manifold phases of 
society. 

What, it may be asked, is the result of all the 
activity? The answer to this question will be in 
great part determined by individual temperament, 
and by the position in regard to the Church 
that is assumed. The more sanguine in dispos- 
ition will fasten on all hopeful symptoms, and 
argue from them that there is an advance towards 
better averages, and fuller measures of social 
good, along the whole line of society. The more 
keenly critical disposition will challenge some of 
the alleged evidences of progress, and hint that 
“reversion is ever dragging evolution in the 
mud.” An ecclesiastical statistician will present 
elaborate tables of figures as proving that, though 
Churches toil, the churchless increase ; that the 
signs of the alienation of masses from the Church 
have assumed alarming proportions, and menace 
the Christian life of the nation. Another, setting 
the question of church attendances aside, will 
point to the broader channels of sympathy among 
all sorts and conditions of men, to the higher 
aims and levels of action in even the humblest 
ranks, to the increasing urgency of the demand 
for better homes and for all that makes better 
lives, as proving that, though the Church as 
such may have less visibility, the Christianity 
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of Christ has more. The truth may lie in the 
mean between a confident optimism and a croak- 
ing pessimism. There is enough to make us 
thank God and take courage. There is enough, 
also, to bid us “be  not high-minded but fear.” 

But, whatever may be the complexion of our 
thought as to the effect of the Church on the 
moral and social tone of the nation, the work 
to  be done with all our might is to purify the 
springs of wellbeing, the home and the home-life, 
to make brighter and healthier zones for the in- 
dividual units of mankind, and, in so doing, to 
develop the constituents of a virtuous and pros- 
perous community. This is the duty, this marks 
the opportunity, of a National Church. Dr 
Chalmers opposed ‘‘a mere process of attrac- 
tion ” to U a process of emanation ” ;l and more 
effectual, he urged, is the latter process. That 
process is the ideal of the parochial ministry; 
its work is to radiate Christ’s Gospel, in its 
message of reconciliation, goodwill, and love, on 
the locality which is the scene of its influence. 
In  the measure in which. it is faithful to this, 
shall it bless and be blest. 

People will not be drawn in such abundance to Christianity 
by a mere process of attraction, as Christianity can be made to 
radiate upon them by a process of emanation.”-Christian and 
Civic Economy of Large Towns, p. 115. 


